Changes in the rules - 2022

2022 - MČR Drift with international participation - for all riders with a valid ACR and ASN
license.
CEZ - Central Europe Zone - for all riders with a valid ACR and ASN license.
Czech trophy in the ACR - for categories PRO and PRO 2, for riders with a valid ACR license.
Noise - PRO, PRO2, PRO 3 - 102 + 2 db
Street - 98 + 2 db
Measurement methodology :
static measurement:
The vehicle must be stopped, with the engine running at 3,500 rpm, this speed is measured
using a tachometer. The measurement result is the maximum recorded value.
dynamic measurement: the measurement will be made 10 meters from the edge of the track on
the outside in the acceleration zone, at a height of 0.8 m.

License for 2022 - Street - National License "F" (general practitioner)
PRO 3 - National license "F" (general practitioner)
PRO 2 - National license "F" (general practitioner)
PRO - National license "E" (sports doctor)
Cars in general - For vehicles of categories PRO3, PRO 2 and PRO, dynamic is prohibited
stability control, ABS and the use of active steering is prohibited.

Permitted modifications PRO 3 - the interior is arbitrary, the interior panels of the front doors
are included opening must be retained or replaced by non-combustible, shatterproof material
General safety - During training and the race, riders are only allowed to drive
runway and must always comply with the provisions of point 25 of these Rules concerning
runway behavior.
Item No.25. - The rider must not, intentionally / repeatedly exceed the given track limits - set
track in training runs under penalty. The driver is obliged to leave the track in training rides in
case of any suspicion of a technical fault or leakage of operating fluids from the vehicle.
4.3.3. WHEELS AND TIRES
- category PRO 2: Wheels any maximum diameter of 18 inches, wheel markings must be a
contrasting color and design according to point 17.5, tires with a maximum section width of
235 mm measurement will be performed by a template with a passage of 243 mm section
width. Tires only with DOT or "E" homologation.
- PRO category: Wheels of any maximum diameter of 18 inches, the wheel markings must be
a contrasting color and made in accordance with point 17.5, tires with a maximum section
width of 265 mm width. Tires only with DOT or "E" homologation.
Debate - The debate may also be in electronic form.
8.1. DRIFT TAXI AND TERMS
- I have to pass a technical inspection for Drift Taxi
- for categories PRO, PRO 2 and PRO 3 there is an obligation: helmet, overalls (one-piece suit)
- for Street categories there is an obligation: helmet, long sleeves, long pants and sturdy
shoes
- The driver is always responsible for the behavior of the passenger
- the front passenger must be properly restrained
- in the case of a passenger, it must be closed

